
SPARKULAR mini SPECIFICATIONS 

SPARKULAR mini is an affordable sparks solution based on SPARKULAR platform, it is with fixed 
sparks effects at around 2-3m. Equipped with wireless remote and DMX double control ensure 
the versatile use for wedding, party, clubs, cruise ships etc. venues and stages. 

Features 

 Safe: non pyro, no gunpowder; multi built-in safety sensors
 Integrated wireless technology, unexposed, anti-collision;
 One button start, easy operation;
 Tilt protection, safer for use;
 Wireless remote control and DMX double control;
 Superior and compact design;
 Light weighted and portable, easy to carry.
For safety use, please don’t touch sparks with hands or other flammable objects. 

Specifications 

Dimension 
168 x 180 x 228 mm 

Weight 
4.5 kg 

Input 
BT06: 200-240VAC, 50/60 Hz 
BT07: 100 -120VAC, 50/60 Hz 

Work Power 
400W 

Fountain Height 
Fixed height at around 2-3m 

Interface 
Double DMX input interfaces, 
Double AC power interfaces 

Casing material 
Anti-Flaming ABS 

Packing 
Single unit: 260 x 235 x 295 mm 
Four units: 545 x 495 x 320 mm 
Flightcase (6 units): 705 x 665 x 480 mm 
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CONSUMABLE HC8200 FOR SPARKULAR mini 

HC8200 is granulated alloy which is designed and produced by SHOWVEN, used on SPARKULAR 
series machine to generate sparks effects. The component are metal, thus ensure the safety 
during transportation, storage and usage. For different application scenario the consumable for 
SPARKULAR mini divided into two types: HC8200 MEDIUM, HC8200 LARGE. 

Features 

Granulated alloy, non-hazmat for storage; 
DMG tested, can be shipped by air/sea; 
RoHS certified, environmental friendly. 

Specifications 

Package 
45g/50g per bag, Aluminum foil vacuum package. 
12bags/box, 48boxes/carton. 

Use Time 
3-4mins/bag

Effects Height 
HC8200 MEDIUM: 2.0-2.5m 
HC8200 LARGE: 3.0-3.5m 
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Application Case 
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